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 TRANSITION FROM DERIVATIVE AT A POINT TO DERIVATIVE AS A FUNCTION  
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This paper explores how textbooks address two central concepts in differential calculus, derivative at a 
point and derivative function, make the transition from one concept to the other, and establish connections 
between them. We analyzed how the three most widely used calculus textbooks present these two aspects of 
the derivative, focusing on visual means and word use in the books. In contrast to their thorough 
discussion on the limit process for the derivative at a point, the books make a quick transition to the 
derivative function by “letting a point a vary” and changing “f '(a) to f '(x).” Then, they graph f '(x) using 
several values of the derivative at a point. In addition, the books often use the term “derivative” without 
specifying which of the two concepts is meant, and are inconsistent in the use of letters, so that it is unclear 
whether a letter (a or x1) denotes an arbitrary but fixed number or a variable.  

ey ords  Advanced Mathematical hin ing  Post Secondary d cation 

Introduction 

With a grad al gro th in research in teaching and learning calc l s, there have been several st dies 
abo t st dents  thin ing abo t the derivative. Most st dies have reported st dents  concept ali ations 
abo t the derivative e.g., all, 1987  hompson, 1994 , and their notations  e.g., ah ioniemi, 2005  

andieh, 2000  by addressing several mathematical aspects. his st dy foc ses on t o aspects  the 
derivative at a point as a specific val e, and the derivative f nction as a f nction. ther researchers have 
emphasi ed these aspects e.g., ehrtman, Carlson  hompson, 2008 , b t fe  st dies have been done 
especially abo t the derivative as a f nction, nor abo t the transition and connection bet een derivative at 
a point, and the derivative f nction. 

Motivation of this st dy came from Par s 2011  st dy abo t calc l s instr ctors  and st dents  
disco rses on the derivative. he res lts sho ed that instr ctors addressed some aspects of the derivative 
implicitly in class sing the ord derivative  itho t stating hether it as derivative at a point  or 
derivative f nction,  and ho  these t o concepts are related. D ring the intervie s, st dents also sed 

the ord derivative  itho t specifying and often to s pport incorrect notions s ch as derivative as 
tangent line.  From these res lts, e started ondering ho  to help st dents reali e the relation and 
difference bet een derivative at a point and derivative f nction, ma e a transition from one to the other 
and b ild connections bet een them. As a first step, e decided to e plore ho  idely sed calc l s 
te tboo s address the derivative as a point specific concept and as a f nction. Specifically, e address the 
follo ing estions  

1. How textbooks for Calculus I address the derivative at a point? 
2. How textbooks for Calculus I address the derivative of a function? 
3. Whether and how textbooks for Calculus I make a transition/connection between the 

derivative at a point and the derivative of a function? 

his st dy is important for several reasons. First, it foc ses on a central, b t not yet s fficiently 
analy ed, relation bet een t o main concepts of differential calc l s, derivative at a point and derivative 
as a f nction. y st dying st dents  opport nities to establish s ch relation thro gh the material presented 
in the te tboo s, if the analysis sho s gaps or inade acies in the presentations, e ill be able to s ggest 

ays instr ctors may complement ho  the boo s presented the idea. he te tboo s analy ed in this st dy, 
hich are sed by over 70  college calc l s instr ctors, share many similarities in their approaches to 

derivative. Second, e ploring the relation bet een derivative at a point and derivative f nction is important 
beca se it offers calc l s st dents an opport nity to revisit central aspects of f nction, namely a relation 
bet een thin ing abo t f nction point ise and across an interval. ho gh the concept of f nction is 
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f ndamental to nderstand calc l s concepts, many st dents ho received A s still have incomplete 
conceptions of f nction after their second calc l s co rse ehrtman et al., 2008 . 

Theoretical Background 

Function at a Point and Function on an Interval 

here is a rich body of research on ho  st dents nderstand f nction, hich also has provided several 
concept ali ations of f nctions. he st dies, hich address developmental stages of nderstanding 
f nctions, have made a clear distinction abo t f nction at a point and f nction on an interval e.g., 

reidenbach, D bins y, a s,  ichols, 1992 . Most st dies describe the first stage of nderstanding 
f nction as being able to generate an o tp t val e of a f nction hen an inp t val e is given. A person at 
this stage o ld thin  of f nction as a val e for a given inp t. Mon  1994  called this vie  of f nction 
pointwise understanding,” and D bins y and McDonald 2002  called it Action.  he ne t stage is 

described as being able to see dynamics of a f nction. Mon  1994  called this stage across-time 
understanding,  and described it as an ability to see the patterns in change of a f nction res lting from 
patterns in inp t variables. D bins y and McDonald 2002  called it Process.  reidenbach et al. 1992  
fo nd that a transition from the first to the second stages is not nat ral, and some calc l s st dents are at 
the first stage, and th s they have tro ble seeing calc l s concepts dynamically. 

Derivative at a Point and Derivative as a Function  

isting st dies on st dents  thin ing abo t the derivative can be divided regarding the t o vie s of 
f nctions. St dies abo t the derivative as a point specific val e sho ed that st dents  thin ing abo t the 
limit is related to their thin ing of local linearity ah ioniemi, 2005  and tangent line all, 1987 . 
St dies abo t the derivative as a f nction that mainly address co variation sho ed the importance of hat 
is varying in a f nction. ehrtman et al. 2008  compared the rate of change of the vol me of a sphere ith 
respect to its radi s its s rface area  and the rate of change of the vol me of a c be ith respect to its side 
not its s rface area . hompson 1994  related the rate of change to st dents  thin ing of the derivative.  

o ever, fe  st dies have been done abo t the relation bet een these t o types of nderstanding of 
the derivative. Mon  1994  addressed these t o types based on st dents  ritten ans ers on fo r s rvey 
problems, b t did not give m ch detail abo t hether and ho  st dents related these t o concepts. Par  
2011  intervie ed 12 calc l s st dents and fo nd that sing one ord derivative  for both the 

derivative f nction  and the derivative at a point  as related to their conception of the derivative as a 
tangent line. he st dents ere changing hat the ord derivative  refers to in vario s conte ts and sed 
it as a mi ed notion of a point specific concept b t a f nction, hich the tangent line represents. hey also 

sed this idea to stify an incorrect statement, a f nction increases if the derivative increases.  Analysis 
of their class lessons abo t the derivative sho ed that the instr ctors ere not e plicitly addressing the 
derivative at a point as a n mber, and the derivative f nction as a f nction. n this c rrent st dy, hether 
and ho  the calc l s te tboo s relate these t o mathematical aspects ill be e plored.   

Words and Visual Mediators  

his st dy is based on the comm nicational approach to cognition Sfard, 2008 , hich vie s 
mathematics as a disco rse characteri ed by fo r feat res  ord se, vis al mediators, ro tines, and 
endorsed narratives. his st dy foc ses on the first t o feat res. A word in mathematical disco rse can be 

sed differently in a different conte t. For e ample, the ord derivative  is sed as the derivative at a 
point and the derivative f nction e.g., is the derivative positive here . antifiers e.g., one  any  
play an important role to determine if derivative  is a point specific val e or a f nction. Visual mediators 
refer to vis al means of comm nication. his paper foc ses on vario s notations of the derivative and 
letters for a point and variable. For e ample, if the derivative at a point is denoted as f '(a), and the 
derivative f nction as y = f '(x), a  is sed as a n mber, and x  is sed as a variable. he derivative at a 
point can be vis ally mediated by the slope of the tangent line and the derivative f nction by its graph.  
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Method 

ased on resso d s 2011  st dy, e chose three te tboo s that are idely sed by Calc l s  co rse 
instr ctors in the United States  one edition by Ste art 43 , ghes allett et al. 19 , homas et al. 
9 . n each boo , e e plored the sections abo t the rate of change, and the derivative. We developed 

an analytical tool sing an e isting frame or  Par , 2011 . ho gh there ere slight differences in each 
boo , e identified five phases  a  rate of change, b  the derivative at a point, c  transition, d  the 
derivative f nction, and e  connection. he first phase addresses the rate of change itho t sing the ord 
derivative.  he derivative at a point is defined in the second phase. n the third phase, the boo s ma e a 

transition to the derivative f nction, and define it in the fo rth phase. ast, they connect bac  to the 
derivative at a point graphically. We e amined boo  descriptions thro gh their vis al mediators and ord 

se able 1 . We foc sed on hether ey terms slope, rate of change, and derivative ere sed as 
static or dynamic based on hether it is defined at a point, m ltiple points, or on intervals ith a variable. 

eca se boo s have limitations sho ing dynamics, e caref lly loo ed at the descriptions for the fig res 
incl ding antifiers and letters.  

Table 1: Analysis Table 

Stage is al Mediator Word Use 
 able Graph Symbolic otations  ey erm Static Dynamic 

A point M ltiple points 

Results 

n this section, e foc s on the most idely sed boo  Ste art, 2010  ith the details of ho  e 
sed the ey ords and vis al mediators to reach o r concl sions. he analysis of other boo s is addressed 

in the Disc ssion.  

Velocity and Slope of Tangent 

Ste art s 2010  Calculus addresses the slope and velocity in the chapter of imit itho t sing the 
ord derivative. First, it sho s ho  to obtain the slope of tangent line to a c rve y=x2 at P 1, 1  sing the 

point Q x, x2  approaching P Fig re 1 .   
 

   

mPQ =
x2
�1

x �1
for the point Q 1.5, 2.25 mPQ =

2.25�1
1.5�1

= 2.5.  

he table sho s the val es of mPQ for several val es of x 
close to 1. he closer Q is to P, the closer x is to 1 and, it 
appears from the tables, the closer mPQ is to 2.   

Figure 1: Graph of y = x2 and values of slope of secant lines (p. 45) 

Using the same method, the boo  calc lates the velocity of a ball after 5 seconds as 49 m/s the 
distance  s(t) = 4.9t2 , and relates its velocity at t = a to the slope of tangent to the c rve, s(t). ere, the 
boo  addresses the slope of the tangent line to a c rve and the velocity as point specific concepts, at x  1, 
t  5, and x  a. he boo  sed a as if a ere a n mber rather than an arbitrary val e or m ltiple val es 

itho t stating that a co ld be any point. he dynamic aspect of the concepts as only addressed in the 
limit process finding the slope of tangent from secant lines. h s, this section addressed the velocity and 
slope of a tangent line at a specific single  point. 

Derivative at a Point 

he boo  calls the special type of limit  in the slope and velocity a derivative,  and ses the ord 
ith phrases, of a f nction,  at a,  or an e ation in this section. t re rites the slope of the tangent line 
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of y = f(x) at x = a as m = lim
h�0

f a+ h � f a
h

, and defines the derivative of a f nction f at a point a  as the 

same limit p. 107 . he letter a is sed only for a point ntil the boo  calc lates the derivative of a 
f nction f(x)  x2-8x+9 at the n mber a” as f '(a) = 2a-8” and finds the slope at 3, 6  as f '(3) = 2(3)-
8=-2.  ho gh this calc lation implies that 3 is one val e of a, the boo  does not e plicitly state it or rite 
a = 3 p. 107 .  

Rate of Change 

 he boo  defines the instantaneo s rate of change of y  f(x) ith respect to x at x = x1 as 

lim
x2�x1

f x2 � f x1

x 2�x1

, interprets it as the derivative f '(x1)” and changes it to the derivative f '(a).  t then gives 

t o interpretations, the slope of tangent line to a c rve hen x =a  and the instantaneo s rate of 
change at x = a,” and ma es a connection bet een them Fig re 2, p. 108 . 
 

 

n  the c rve, y  f x the instantaneo s rate of change is the slope of the tangent 
to this c rve at the point, here x = a. his means that hen the derivative is large 
and therefore the c rve is steep, as at the point P , the y val es change rapidly. 

When the derivative is small, the c rve is relatively flat as at point Q . and the  
y val es change slo ly.  

Figure 2: Graphs of two tangent lines (p. 108) 

For the cost of prod cing x yards of fabric, C = f(x), the boo  e plains the derivative, f '(x)  as the rate of 
change of the prod ction cost ith respect to the n mber of yards prod ced  in dollars yard and as s to find 
or compare the meaning of f '(1000) =9, f '(50), and f '(500) p. 109 . 

n this section, the boo  ses the ord derivative  three times. he derivative, f '(x1)  indicates that 
it is defined at a fi ed point x1  p. 109 . n Fig re 3, derivative  is sed to describe the f nction 
behavior as in hen the derivative is large, the y val e change rapidly  p. 108 . eca se the boo  
specified the point P, it is clear that the sentence is abo t the local f nction behavior near P, b t it can be 
tr e any here on the interval if the derivative  is sed as a f nction. At the end, the boo  calls all rates of 
change of vario s f nctions at several points derivatives.  t ses the notation, f '(x) for the first time. n 
the fabric problem, it interprets f '(x) as if it ere a point specific val e, b t gives its nits in general terms 

sing the nits of different otients itho t ma ing a connection to its interpretation. n the second 
problem, it interprets f ' (1000)  9,  as hen x = 1000, C is increasing 9 times as fast as x.  ho gh f ' 
(1000) as sed as a val e of f '(x) at x = 1000, the relation bet een notations, f ' (1000) and  
f '(x), as not stated.  

Transition from the Derivative at a Point to the Derivative of a Function 

he boo  s mmari es that all previo s disc ssions ere abo t a fi ed point,  hich confirms the 
ord, derivative,  x  in the fabric e ample and a,  in graphs as point specific val es. hen, in

f a = lim
h�0

f a+ h � f a
h

, the boo  changes the point of vie  and let s  the n mber a vary,  replace s  

a by a variable x, and obtain s  f x = lim
h�0

f x + h � f x
h

 p. 114 . ere, the nat re of a  as specified 

as vary ing  and connected to the variable, x.   

The Derivative Function 

he boo  defines f '(x) as a ne  f nction  that assigns to any n mber x…the n mber f '(x),  and 
connects it to the slope of the tangent line to the graph of f at the point x, f(x))  p. 114 . t also 
emphasi es that the variable x in f(x) and f '(x) are the same by comparing the domain of f ', x  f '(x) 
e ists  that may be smaller than the domain of f  p. 114 .   

P

Q

x

y
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Connection from the Derivative Function to the Derivative at a Point 

he boo  then graphs f '(x) sing slopes of tangent lines to the c rve, f(x) Fig re 3 .  
 

 

 

We can estimate the val e of the derivative at any val e of 
x by dra ing the tangent at the point x, f(x)) and 
estimating its slope. For instance, for x  5 e dra  the 
tangent at P in the  Fig re and estimate its slope to be 
abo t 3 2 , so f 5  �1.5. his allo s s to plot the point P' 
(5, 1.5  on the graph of f  directly beneath P. epeating 
this proced re at several points, e get the graph sho n in 
Fig re 2 b . otice that the tangents at A, B, and C are 
hori ontal, so the derivative is 0 there and the graph of f  
crosses the x a is at the points A , B , and C , directly 
beneath A, B, and C. et een A and B the tangents have 
positive slope, so f x) is positive there.  

Figure 3: Graphs of a function and its derivative function (p. 115) 

n Fig re 3, the boo  ma es a connection from the derivative f nction to the derivative at a point by stating 
the val e of the derivative at any  point of x sing the slope at the point, finding the slope 1.5 at x = 5, 
and plotting 5, 1.5  for f '(x). t again ses the point ise approach to find the eros for the derivative.  

hen, it ses the interval ise approach to determine hether f '(x) as positive or negative bet een these 
eros. ere, the ord, derivative  first is sed as the derivative function beca se it as defined at any 

val e.  he second one in the derivative is ero there and the graph of f ' crosses the  
x-a is  is sed as a point specific val e. o refer to the f nction that the second graph represents, the boo  
consistently sed the notation f '(x). When it describes the sign of the slope  of tangents  on intervals, it 

sed the sing lar slope  instead of slopes.  ho gh the slope  can be inferred as the slope  as a 
f nction beca se the boo  as sing  the slope  for several val es, it o ld have been the slopes of the 
tangents.   

Summary 

o address the concept of the derivative, Ste art 2010  a  ses the velocity and slope at a point, 
b  defines the derivative of a f nction at a point, c  interprets it as the instantaneo s rate of change, 
d  ma es a transition by letting point a vary and replacing it ith variable x, e  defines the derivative of a 

f nction, and f  constr cts the graph of f '(x) sing the slope of tangents to y = f(x). able 2 sho s ey 
ords and vis al mediators sed in each of these phases.  
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As sho n in able 2, Ste art 2010  develops the concept of the derivative from a n mber to a 
f nction by sho ing graphical representations of the slope of a single tangent line, the slopes of m ltiple 
tangent lines, and the derivative of a f nction. t also ses the slope, the rate of change, the derivative at a 
specific point, m ltiple points, and any points by sing n mbers and letters ith or itho t s bscripts and 
changing hat those ey ords represent. Graphical notations ere consistent ith s ch development  
first a single tangent line, then m ltiple tangent lines, and graph of f '(x) in t rn see Fig res 1, 2,  3 . 

o ever, other vis al mediators, letters for a point and variable ere not consistent. ho gh the boo  
mainly sed a for a single point or m ltiple discrete  points, and x for the variable, in the second and third 
e amples in phase b , a” as sed as if it ere a variable, beca se 3 is s bstit ted in a in the ne t step. 

he boo  does not mention that a can be any val e. n a later section, it calls a  the fi ed point.  hen, 
in phase c , it again ses a” for m ltiple points, hich seems to transfer hat a” represents from a 
single val e to any val es. o ever, in the ne t step, it ses f '(x)  as if it ere one val e of the rate of 
change of a cost f nction and interprets f '(1000), f '(50), and f '(500) itho t ma ing a connection bac  to 
f '(x) or mentioning they are the specific val es of f '(x).  

he ord derivative  is also sed inconsistently. First, it is sed as “the derivative f '(x1)” as the rate 
of change at a point, and again in the derivative f '(x) ith respect to x” as if it ere a point specific 
concept before the boo  defines the derivative f nction, f '(x) . hen, in Fig re 3, the boo  ses the ord 
derivative  t ice  one for the derivative of a f nction at any points , and the other one for the derivative 

at points here f ' crosses the x a is. he ord is sed itho t its referent the derivative f nction or the 
derivative at a point or notation f '(x) or  f '(a). he boo  relates these t o concepts t ice. First, it ma es a 
transition from the derivative at a point to the derivative f nction by letting a  vary and changing a  to 
x.  Second, after defining the derivative of a f nction, it ma es a connection bac  to the derivative at a 

point based on the slopes of several tangent lines to the original f nction at discrete points.  

Discussions and Conclusions 

As mentioned earlier, the te tboo s address the concept of the derivative first as the velocity and slope 
itho t sing the ord derivative,  define the derivative of a f nction at a point, and then the derivative 

f nction. With slight differences in representations, the boo s e analy ed have some common 
characteristics in connecting the derivative at a point and the derivative of a f nction. First, the se of 
n mbers and letters ith or itho t s bscripts is not consistent. For e ample, homas et al. 2010  ses 
t = 1 and t = 3 in a problem statement and t0  1 and t0  3 in its sol tion. t also ses a letter ith a 
s bscript x2 for a val e approaching a fi ed val e x1. Second, the ord derivative  is not sed e plicitly  
most times, it is sed itho t its referent, the derivative at a point or the derivative f nction. specially, 

hen the ord is sed after defining both concepts, it is not clear hether derivative  is sed as a point
specific val e or as a f nction. With this implicit se of the letters and ey ords, the derivative at a point 
as a val e of the derivative f nction is also not consistently addressed. For e ample, all three boo s se 
notations f '(x) and f '(a), and s bstit te a n mber in x or a before mentioning that the concept of the slope 
or the rate of change can be considered at more than one or any  point on an interval or defining the 
derivative f nction. o define the derivative f nction, they all change the vie  to let a” or “x0”, hich 

sed to be a fi ed val e, vary  and change it to x.  After the definition, they sho  the graphing process 
of the derivative f nction based on the slopes to the c rve y  f(x). n this process, the ord derivative  is 
also sed implicitly, hich is problematic beca se they are graphing the derivative f nction  based on 
the derivative  at discrete points. ghes allet et al. 2010  even dra s the graphs of a f nction and its 

derivative f nction on one x-y plane, hich does not sho  that they represent different val es, s ch as 
distance and velocity.  

Calc l s  is a first college co rse, in hich st dents practice abstract mathematical thin ing and 
prepare for pper level mathematics co rses. Mathematicians, incl ding te tboo  a thors, may thin  that 
st dents have mastered the concept of f nction before they start the co rse. o ever, many st dies sho  
that this is not necessarily tr e  calc l s st dents do not al ays have complete nderstanding of f nction in 
secondary level, and th s have tro ble seeing the derivative as a f nction Par , 2011 . Calc l s boo s 
cannot and need not incl de all the e planations of a f nction, hich sho ld be addressed in the previo s 
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mathematics classes. o ever, inconsistent se of ey ords and vis al notations s pporting the concept 
of the derivative as a point specific val e and as a f nction may conf se calc l s st dents ho do not have 
a solid nderstanding of a f nction. he ay the concepts of the derivative are b ilt a  heavy disc ssion 
on the limit process in the derivative, obtaining the slope of the tangent from a se ence of secant lines  b  
a simple transition from the derivative at a, f '(a), to the derivative f nction f '(x)  and c  graphing f '(x) 
based on several val es of f '(a)  is not consistent ith the ay the concept of f nction as b ilt before. 
Changing a vie  of seeing a  as a fi ed val e to any val es may not be simple to st dents and graphing f 
'(x) after giving its definition may not be ideal. Constr cting the derivative f nction based on the derivative 
at discrete points before defining the derivative f nction may remind st dents abo t ho  a f nction as 
constr cted and th s help them g ess hat those val es represent and ho  they change as x val es change, 
and finally thin  abo t the derivative as a f nction before they see the formal definition.  
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